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The relationship classic hailed by Erica Jong as â€œlife-changingâ€•â€”now updated with a new

introduction and resource section!The #1 New York Times bestseller that asks: are you a woman

who loves too much? -Do you find yourself attracted again and again to troubled, distant, moody

menâ€”while â€œnice guysâ€• seem boring? -Do you obsess over men who are emotionally

unavailable, addicted to work, hobbies, alcohol, or other women? -Do you neglect your friends and

your own interests to be immediately available to him? -Do you feel empty without him, even though

being with him is torment? Robin Norwood's groundbreaking work will enable you to recognize the

roots of your destructive patterns of relating and provide you with a step-by-step guide to a more

rewarding way of living and loving. If being in love means being in pain, you need to read Women

Who Love Too Much.
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Women Who Love Too Much has totally changed my entire life. I have been in search of a

committed relationship for years. I have ended up in abusive, degrading relationships and had no

idea how or why; more importantly, how to get out of the pattern. This book literally had my name on

every page. It gives real life examples of people the author has counselled. I was able to identify

with every one of them. It was so easy to see what was not working for those women when I read

their stories. It is always so hard to see yourself and your own mistakes. While reading the book, I

was able to clearly define moments in my life when I made mistakes, and then learned what other



options there were to those situations. I was able to dissect my entire life to see when and where I

learned certain "ways of being" especially in intimate relationships. Ways that were addictive and I

could not stop myself. I read several sections over and over until I got every last word and could

apply it to my life. The book has a section at the end that teaches you steps you can take to alter

current patterns to make yourself well and strong.I have always been extremely independent,

extremely successful in business, popular, beautiful, smart and I make a lot of money. None of this

had anything to do with the patterns imprinted on me from childhood that had me choose men who

could not love me if they really tried. It is quite ironic. I always attracted gorgeous, successful,

popular men, so you would think everything was great. But they did not love themselves and many

of their own issues stemming from childhood disabled them to love someone else and treat them

well. These were the only types of men I sought out and did not know it.
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